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The method developed in Thoul, Similon, and Sudan [Phys. Plasmas 1, 579 (1994)] is used to 
calculate the transport due to drift~Alfven-wave turbulence, in which electromagnetic effects 
such as the fluttering of the magnetic field lines are important. Explicit expressions are obtained 
for all coefficients of the anomalous transport matrix relating particle and heat fluxes to density 
and temperature gradients in the plasma. Although the magnetic terms leave the transport by 
trapped electrons unaffected, they are important for the transport by circulating electrons. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Drift-wave turbulence is believed to be a major source 
of anomalous transport in tokamaks (see Thoul et al. l , 

hereafter Paper I, and references therein). However, tur
bulent magnetic fluctuations have also been suggested as a 
possible source of anomalous transport in magnetically 
confined plasmas. There have been several attempts to 
evaluate the transport resulting from these magnetic 
fluctuations,2 but all used the quasilinear theory and there
fore neglected the effects of the self-consistency constraints 
(quasineutrality and Ampere laws). Terry, Diamond, and 
Hahm3 have included these self-consistency constraints in 
a study based on the clump theory.4 They constructed a 
model for the evolution of the "incoherent fluctuations" 
that result from mode coupling processes, and are there
fore not described by quasilinear theories. They reached 
the conclusion that the magnetic fluctuations do not con
tribute to the relaxation of the average electron distribution 
function, and therefore do no! contribute to the radial 
transport of any velocity moment. 

In this paper we examine the role of magnetic fluctu
ations in the evaluation of the incremental anomalous 
fluxes. We show that the electron heat transport produced 
by electromagnetic fluctuations does not vanish, in dis
agreement with the results of Terry, Diamond, and 
Hahm.3,5 Qualitatively, our results can be understood as 
follows. Electrons diffuse because of resonant processes 
such as Compton scattering. Because of the resonance con
dition vIT res = (mlkn )2«v; [the propagator is 
1T()(m-kn vn )], these electrons have small parallel energy. 
However, they create self-consistent electromagnetic fields, 
and other electrons are exchanged to maintain quasineu
trality. These other electrons may have parallel velocities 
VII of order the thermal velocity ve' because they are not 
constrained to be resonant. This explains how there can be 
transport of electron parallel energy without transport. of 
particles. The same reasoning applies to the transport of 
perpendicular energy. 

II. ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT FROM DRIFT-ALFVEN
WAVE TURBULENCE 

A. Basic equations 

As in the electrostatic regime (see Paper I), the elec
trons will be described by the drift-kinetic equation6,7 

(hereafter DKE). 
In the electromagnetic regime, where the plasma pa

rameter {3 'ic me/mi' additional terms corresponding to the 
magnetic field fluctuations appear in the DKE. The elec
tromagnetic DKE is given by 

aj e aj 
-+vE-Vj+vlI b'Vj--E-b-=O, (1) at me avU 

where j(x,vn ,/L,t) is the electron distribution function, 
/L=mevI 12B is the electron magnetic moment, parallel II 
and perpendicular 1 SUbscripts refer to the direction of the 
magnetic field, vE=(cIB)EXb is the EXB drift velocity, 
b is the direction of the magnetic field, and e and me are the 
electron charge and mass. We neglect the magnetic shear 
and curvature (see Paper I). The electromagnetic fluctua
tions modify the DKE as follows. The direction b of the 
magnetic field is no longer fixed; it is a function of both 
positidn and time, 

h(x,t) 
B(x,t) 

IB(x,t)I' 
(2) 

Correspondingly, the electric field has a magnetic compo
nent, and must be calculated as 

(3) 

where </J is the electrostatic potential and A is the magnetic 
vector potential. The parallel gradient has now a variable 
direction, since it is defined witp. respect to b(x,t). The 
parallel electric field has a magnetic component 
E-b=-Vn </J-(1/c)(aAn fat). Finally, the EXB drift 
velocity v E has a magnetic component ( -1/ B) 
X (aAlat) Xb. 
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We can write the magnetic field as 

Bex,!) =Bo+H(x,t), (4) 

where the fluctuating part H is given in terms of the mag
netic vector potential by H=VXA. We use Coulomb's 
gauge, in which V- A=O. In terms of Fourier components, 
this implies kll All +kl -Al =0. For drift waves, the par
allel and perpendicular wave numbers are such that 
kll ~(qR)-1 and ki -p;! (see Paper I), so that 
kll / k I < 1. The~fore, we san neglect the J'erp~ndicular 
component of A, since IAI 1= (kU /ki )An <All . The 
magnetic field can then be written as 

HI =VX(.4n bo)=VAIl Xbo, 

HII =0, 

and the fluctuating electric field as 

EI=-Vl~' 
_ - 1 aAIl 
Ell =-VII Cp-catbo. 

(5) 

(6) 

In this approximation, the EXB velocity VE is unaf-
fected by the magnetic component of the electric field. 
Therefore, the DKE for the trapped electrons is not mod
ified by these electromagnetic effects, since the last two 
terms in Eq. (1) disappear after bounce averaging (see 
Paper I). 

As in the electrostatic case (see Paper I), we treat the 
ions as fluid background. The relation between the ion 
density 'iii and the electrostatic potential ~ is still given by 

(7) 

[Eq. (4) of Paper I]. To close our system of equations, we 
use the quasineutrality law, 

ni(x,t) =ne(x,t), 

and Ampere's law, 

2 41T 41T 
V All = ---;- UII e+jll j) = ---;; jll e' 

(8) 

(9) 

where jll eCx,t) = -ef IVII dv and jll j(x,t) =enjvlI i' The 
parallel ion current can be neglected compared to the par
allel electron current. 

B. Transport equations 

As in the electrostatic case, we use the separation of 
length scales and time scales between turbulence and trans
port to obtain two separate systems of equations (see Sec. 
n B in Paper I). In the following calculations, we will use 
a caret for quantities that vary on the transport scales, and 
an overtilde for turbulent quantities. Subscripts 0 will be 
used for the equilibrium values of the parameters. The 
electron distribution function I is written as the 
sum of an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution, 
10=no(21TT alme) -3/2 exp( -mev2/2To), where no and To 
are the local electron density and temperature, a fluctuat
ing part j, and the response to the modulation j, 
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1=/0+1+]. (10) 

The equations describing the response functions j and iii 
are obtained by taking the low-frequency and long
wavelength limit of Eqs. (1) and (7), and adding the ex
ternal sources € and €i (see Paper I). This gives 

aj ( - _ - e __ al o ) " -+ vE-V/+vlI b-V/--E-b- =5 
at me aVIl 

(11 ) 

and 

(12) 

On the transport scales, the quasineutrality and Ampere 
laws, Eqs. (8) and (9), become 

nj=fie= f j dv (13) 

and 

2 " 41T" " 41Te f " 
V An = ---;; UII e+ jll i) =c IVn dv. (14) 

Equation (11) can be rewritten in terms of the incremental 
anomalous flux, 

" (_ - - e '"':'- al o) r= (VE+Vn b)/+-cpb-
a 

• 
me vII 

(15) 

as 

(16) 

If we separate I Jnto ~n adiabatic and a nonadiabatic 
contribution, as 1= (ecp/To)/o+h, the anomalous flux 
becomes 

( 
e __ alo) + -cpb-

me aVIl • 
(17) 

The fluxes of particles, r n' and heat, q, are given by 

(18) 

and 

f A v2-3v; 
q=To r~dv (19) 

[also see Eqs. (13) - ( 17) in Paper I}. They are obtained by 
taking even velocity moments of Eq. (17). The last term on 
the ri$ht-hand side of Eq. (17) is odd in VII ,since both ~ 
and b are velocity independent and 10 is a Maxwellian. 
Therefore, that term does not contribute to the transport of 
either particles or heat. Similarly, the second term in the 
second bracket is odd in VII and does not contribute to the 
transport. We will omit these terms in the following cal
culations, although one should remember that they can 
contribute to the transport of quantities derived from odd 
velocity moments, such as the current. The first term in the 
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second bracket is divergenceless and does not contribute to 
the relaxation of the density and temperature profiles. We 
will also omit this term in our calculations. Therefore, we 
will write t as 

(20) 

C. Turbulence 

To calculate the right-hand side of Eq. (20), we need 
to solve the equations describing the turbulent variables. 
The fluctuations are described by the following set of non
linear equations: 

- . 41T - - 41TeS-
V2AII =-c UII e+jll i)=C IVII dv, (24) 

obtained from Eqs. (1), (7), (8), and (9) by using the 
expansions (4), (5), and (10). Equations (21)-(24) are 
the electromagnetic equivalent ofEqs. (20)-(23) in Paper 
I. We have kept the nonlinear EXB drift, VEo vI, the mag
netic fluttering term, vlI_b 051. and the nonlinear parallel 
acceleration, (- efme)Eo b(alo/avil ), on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (21). 

Equations (21), (23), and (24) can be re'Yritten in 
terms of the nonadiabatic distribution function h and the 
diamagnetic velocity, 

_ cTo (vno VTo (V2-3V;)] 
v*- - B boX + T ~2 - , e 0 no 0 ve 

(25) 

as 

(26) 

- - eifJ S-ni=ne=nO To + h dv, (27) 

and 

(28) 

where kD = ~41Tnoe2fTo is the Debye wave number. 
Considerable simplification occurs because the VII and 

Vi dependences in Eqs. (26)-(28) dec~ple. Indeed, we 
note that Eqs. (26)-(28) are linear in h and depend ex
plicitly on the electron perpendicular velocity Vi only 
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through fo or the product fov*. Therefore, the depen
dence on Vi is of the form exp( -vI f2v;) or 
VI exp( -vr f2v;). This suggests that we look for a solu
tion ofEqs. (26)-(28) of the type 

2 2 - 2 _ _ ~ -2~ 
h(VIl ,Vi) =P(VII )fOl +q(VIl )/01 2 f 

ve 
(29) 

where p and q are new functions that depend only on VII ' 
and 

(30) 

We substitute expression (29) for h in Eq. (26) and inte
grate over Vi • This gives an equation for p, 

(31) 

where 

1011 = fi;v
e 

exp ( ~~~ ). (32) 

and we have defined v; = -(cTo/eBo)boX(Vno/no), 
and v~ = -(cTo/eBo)boX(VTo/To) = 7]v: (where 
7]=dln To/din no). We now multiply Eq. (31) by 10l' 
subtract it from Eq. (26) and divide the result by 
(vI -2v;)f2v;. This gives an equation for q, 

(33) 

Equations (31) and (33) , together with the definition 
(29), are equivalent to Eq. (26), but are considerably sim
pler to solve, since they involve only one dimension in 
velocity space. The quasineutrality and Ampere laws [Eqs. 
(23) and (24)], can be rewritten as 

and 

Ii; lie e;f S --=-=-+ P(VII )dvil 
no no To 

(34) 

(35) 

which are both independent of q. Therefore, Eqs. (31), 
( 34), and (35) form a closed system of equations for p, (fi, 
and All . The potentials C;; and .4n do not depend on q, 
which is only passively convected according to Eq. (33). 
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We can similarly write the anomalous flux t in terms 
of p and q. Substituting expression (29) for Ii in Eq. (20), 
we obtain 

t=«VE+V/I b)p(VIl )/01 ) 

( 
V~ -2V;) 

+ (VE+VII b)q(VIl )/01 2v; . (36) 

The flux of electrons t n is obtained by integrating t over 
velocity space [cf. Eq. (18)]. We obtain 

(37) 

The heat flux [cf. Eq. (19)] can be written as (}=(}II +(}1 ' 
with 

and 

2 2 

f A VII -Ve 
(}II =To r~dv 

2 2 

=noTo ( f (VE+VII b)pVII2~Ve dVIl ), 

D. Statistical solution 

(38) 

(39) 

We now follow the method developed in Paper I, Sec. 
n C, to evaluate the flux t, given by Eq. (36). In the DIA 
formalism, this flux can be written as 

A (-(I) -(I) ( _ _ vr -2V;) r DIA = (VE +VII b )/01 p+q 2v; 

+ (VE+VII b)/Ol (rl)+~I) V~ ~;V;) ), 
(40) 

where the superscript (1) is used for the beat fluctuations. 
Following the procedure of Paper I, we find the electro
magnetic equivalent of Eqs. (37)-(40) of Paper I for the 
forced beat fluctuations. These can be written (in Fourier 
space) as 

g;,liJk!) +~Joll (e<l>i!) ITo) 

= - Wk.ko(eITo)(<I>tflko -4>kon), (41) 

-1-:-(1) bq r (;;;:(1)IT) 
gk' qk' + k'J 011 e'l'k' 0 

(42) 

::-{I) ( :4:<I)IT) , nik, =no e'l'k' 0 Xi' (43) 

-(1) 

::-{l) ::-{J) (e<Pk ' ) f ~I) nik, =nek, =no To +no Pk' dVIl ' (44) 

and 
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k2 
e -(I) f:::-{1) Vn 

-Pr; To All k' = Pk' -;- dVIl . (45) 

In Eqs. (41) and (42) we have used a new, velocity
dependent, fluctuating potential ~, defined by 

(46) 

The coefficients gk' lib and bZ are given by 

(47) 

(48) 

and 

(49) 

The nonlinear coupling coefficient W k,ko is defined by 

(50) 

The linear system (41)-(45) can be solved for .iJk!), 
:::-{ 1 ):4:(1) -(I) fi I q k' • 'I' k' , and A II k" A ter some a gebra, we find 

e<l>kl} e - ~ 
p1/) = -g,/Y'Joll "To""+ Wk,ko To gk(<I>t<Pko -<I>ko Pk ), 

(51) 

e<l>k1) e _ "-
"To""+ Wk,ko To gk(<I>iIlko -<I>koqk ), 

(52) 

(53) 

where the coefficients X;, x14" and xiA are defined by Eqs. 
(BlO)-(Bl1) in Appendix B, and we have used the sepa
ration of scales Ikol < Ikl, so that k'=ko-k""" -k. 

Equations (51 )-(53) give the beat quantities Pi!), qll), 
and ~P) in terms ofthe response functions Fko' qko' and 
4>ko' and the fiuctuationsPk' qk. and ~k' In Fourier space, 
the anomalous flux t DIA is 
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In Eq. (54), we can substitute expressions (51) and (52) 
~l) -:{l) • -(1) A 

for Pk' and qk' ill terms of <l>k' and the sources P"o' 

q"o' and 4>"0' This gives 

where again we have used the separation of scale 
I ko I -< I k I , and we have replaced the response functions by 
their lowest-order approximations, 

(56) 

4>kO=O. 

Using these expressions for the response functions, we can 
also rewrite Eq. (53) as 

-
-(1) W L L -

e<l>k k,ko 1 [( vII Xe -Xeq,) f' e<l>k A 

--=~-.- 1+- L gk-5p dvlI 
To Xi-Xe -lWO C XeA. To 

L L L -
Xe -Xeq, ( vII Xi-Xeq,) f vII e<I>k A ] + L 1+- L gk--T 5p dvil . 

XeA C XeA C 0 

(57) 

If we substitute this expression for <I>~1) in Eq. (55), we 
obtain the anomalous flux f DIA in terms of the fluctuation 
spectrum and the sources, 

r
A .cTo "kXb Wk"o {( I ['(1 vII X;-X~) f ecPk k d +X;-X~ (1+~Xi-X~) 
DIA=-l- £.. 0-'- ~ +- L gk T '::>p vII L L 

eBo k -lWO Xi-Xe C XeA 0 XeA C XeA 

Note that the electrostatic result (without trapped elec
trons) can be recovered by replacing <I>k by 4>k (i.e., letting 
- L L All k->O) and Xeq, by Xe in Eq. (58). 

We can now proceed to the calculation of the various 
transport coefficients. The source terms are given by 

(59) 

5i=no, 
for perturbations of the density profile, and 

(58) 

(60) 

ti=O, 
for perturbations of the temperature profile. The transport 
matrix coefficients are obtained by substituting one of these 
expressions for €p and €q in Eq. (58), and integrating over 
velocity. The calculations are straightforward but lengthy. 
The flux of electrons is gh:en by 

w { - 2 L L 
A cTo k"o A e<l>k 1 VII Xe - Xeq, 
rn=no(i-B)LkXbo-. fdvil gkSp(\-T \ )-~([(1+- L )(fdVIl e 0 k -IWO 0 Xi-Xe C XeA 

(61) 
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The flux of parallel heat is given by 

( 
CTO) Wk"o J 411 =noTo i-B LkXbo-.- dVII 
e 0 k -lWO 

+ x;;t~ (l+V~ Xi;{~) (J dVII gk V~ ~/;ok) 1 (Pr+gJoll bX
e
;:)) }. (62) 

Finally, the flux of perpendicular heat is given by 

W - 2 L L 

c1 =noTo(/BTo) L kXbo ~"o JdVIl {gJq( /eT<l>k/ ) -~ ([ (1+~Xe ~Xe",) (JdVII 
e 0 k -lWO 0 Xi-Xe C XeA 

X;-X;", ( vII Xi-X~) ( J vII A e<J;k)] ( ~r) ) } + xt 1+-;;-~ dVIl gk-;;-Sp To ~+gJoli bYe To . (63) 

All the velocity integrals in these expressions can be written in terms of the integrals G':, defined in Appendix A. For 
example, consider the test-particle contribution to the flux of electrons t n due to a perturbation in the density profile, Eq. 
(59). We have 

It is of interest to determine the regime in which the 
contribution from the electromagnetic terms to the trans
port is important. To evaluate the relative order of magni
tude of the electromagnetic terms compared to the electro
static terms, let us calculate the ratio All /4> in the linear 
regime for the particular case of the TEXT tokamak. From 
Eqs. (BlO) and (BII) in Appendix B, we find 

L L An Xe -Xe'" 
--:::::;-=-

<P X~ 
L XeA 

[- (12/14) + (w~/w-l )G6+71(W~/w)Gi] 

(w~/w-l )G6+71(w~/w)Gl 

[- (12/14) + (w;/W-l)G~+71(W;/W)Gi] . 
(65) 

We can evaluate this expression numerically using the 
TEXT parameters (cf. Table I in Paper I). We obtain 

An mi 2 w 4 
--=- ;:::;{3 - 7. - ;:::;{3x 10 . 

<P me Ve kll C 

(66) 

The ratio of the electromagnetic to the electrostatic con
tributions to the transport coefficient (64) is of the order 

(67) 

This ratio becomes of order unity when {3;:::;5X 10- 3. In 
the Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT),8 a typical 
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(64) 

value is {3;:::;2 X 10-3
• The electromagnetic contribution to 

the transport by circulating electrons is therefore important. 
in spite of the small value off3. However, we have shown in 
Paper I that the transport is dominated by the trapped 
electrons, which are not affected by the magnetic fluctua
tions. 

III. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

We have used the new approach developed in Paper I 
to calculate the anomalous transport in tokamak plasmas 
due to electromagnetic drift-Alfven-wave turbulence. This 
method is based on the direct-interaction approximation, a 
renormalized theory of turbulence that provides the re
sponse functions due to infinitesimal perturbations. 

As in the electrostatic case, the theoretical expressions 
obtained for the transport coefficients are based on a spe
cific set of equations describing the dynamics of the plasma 
and on the DIA, but do not require any further approxi
mations. 

We have shown that the electromagnetic contribution 
to the transport by circulating electrons is important. 
However, the transport is often dominated by the trapped 
electrons, which are not affected by the magnetic fluctua
tions. 

The results obtained here were expressed in a form 
such that they can be easily compared with experiments. 
Since we need experimental data for the frequency and 
wave number dependence of the fluctuation spectrum, new 
experiments, yielding more detailed results on the turbu
lence characteristics, would be welcome. In particular, it 
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would be very useful to obtain the information on both the 
fluctuations and the perturbative transport during the same 
experiment. This would allow a direct comparison between 
theoretical predictions and measured data. 
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APPENDIX A: INTEGRALS 

The electromagnetic integrals are defined by 

+00 JOn lljj -Ve Vn +' (2 2)n( )m Gm = - dv n - f~oo l-kn Vn /(J) ~ c II 
(Al) 

These integrals obey the following recurrence relation: 

Gm=~[Gm~1 
n kll c n 

_ f~: Ion (VIT2~V;r (V! ) m-I dVn]. (A2) 

Furthermore, it is easy to show that G6=Ho, dl=HI' and 
di =H2 - Ho, where 

1 f 10 (V2_3V;)n 
Hn=- 2 dv. 

no 1-kll Vn /(J) 2ve 
(A3) 

APPENDIX B: LINEARIZED ELECTRON EQUATIONS 

The linearized electromagnetic drift-kinetic equations 
are obtained from Eqs. (31 )-(33) by letting the right-hand 
sides go to zero. If we Fourier transform these equations 
and el.im4!..ate the ~diabatic'yart of the density fluctuations 
by using 1= 10 (eif>/To) +h, we obtain 

and 

gk'qk+bkJon (e4.)k/To) =0, 

where 
gk= [-i({J)-k ll VII )] -1, 

( vii-v; T) 
/Jk=-i (J)-{J);-~{J)* 

=-i[{J)-{J);( 1+7] VIT2~V;)], 
bq • T . n 
. k=I{J)* =17]{J)*, 

and 
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(Bl) 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

(B6) 

The electron susceptibility xf is defined by 

-L f -L eif> L 
ne = I dv=no ToXe· (B7) 

Therefore, we have here 

eJ; L 1 f (-L e¢ ) -Xe =- h +- 10 dv, 
To no To 

(B8) 

which becomes 

(B9) 

after integrating over VI . Replacing pby its value obtained 
from Eq. (B1), we obtain 

eAn [((J); ) 1 (J); 1] -- --1 Go+7] - G1 To (J) (J) 
- -

_ eif> LeAn L 
=ToXeq,- To XeA' (BlO) 

where the integrals G':: are defined by Eq. (AI) in Appen
dix A, and the last identity defines the quantities xf;p and 
X~. Solving the linear system formed by Eqs. (BI), (34), 
and (35), we obtain 

+7] :; G~ f[ -~+ (:: -1 )G~+7] :; G~ rl

. 

(Bll) 

The coefficient X~ is given by 
2 -

-L 2To f -L if- 3ve 2 eif> L 
Te = 3no I 2v; dv='3 To To XT' (B12) 

which becomes 
- 2 2 

eif> L f -L Vn - Ve f -L 
ToXT= p ~dvn + q dVIl 

=i [(:; -1 )dl+7]:: (di+~)] 
_ eAn [({J): -1)01+7] (J); (oJ+aI)]. To (J) 1 (J) 2 0 

(B13) 
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Replacing All by its value in terms of~, obtained by solv
ing the linear system, we can rewrite this as 
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